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WELCOME TO OUR WORLD OF 
CARRY HANDLE TAPE
NRG Tapes is a dynamic self-adhesive tape company 
and specialist in the development and distribution of 
carry handle tapes with many years of experience 
and know how. We operate worldwide with a diverse 
product portfolio supplying you as our customer 
directly or via selected agents and distributors.

CARRY HANDLE TAPE
Carry handle tape adds more convenience and comfort for consumers in carrying all kind 
of packages for beverages, food, hygiene, dairy, etc. The usage of handles has proved 
that packs with handles have a shorter shelf life. It also results in significant cost reduction 
of shrink film expenditure by using lower thickness. The handle can hold packages up to 
12 kilo (26lb). Our product group starts with the general transparent carry handle tape 
which can be combined with separate carton handles. Furthermore we offer customized 
carry handle tape with integrated handles according your specifications. NRG Tapes 
stands for high quality products and uses selected raw materials and ingredients.

Carry Handle Tape NRG 51H

We offer our transparent carry handle tape in 660, 
5000 and 7000 meter rolls. It is made from a very 
strong mono oriented polypropylene film and 
specially designed hotmelt adhesive formula. This 
creates a high tack during the application onto the 
package and strong hold during carrying by the 
consumer. Furthermore it has proven excellent 
machinability on all handle applicators machinery. 
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INTEGRATED CARRY HANDLE TAPE
Whereas our 51H has separated handle cartons applied via the applicator our integrated 
carry handle tape has the handles already laminated onto the tape. We can laminate 
paper, polypropylene or polyethylene foam handles in different sizes. The pre-laminated 
handles are more precise positioned compared with the traditional handles. They create 
better machinability, higher production efficiency and look more attractive. The carry 
handle length can vary from 150mm to 500mm, the total tape handle from 250mm to 
1000mm. We can print from 1 colour to full colour of your desired design, brand or logo. 
You are leading in this process determining the length and printing of the handle. 

Carry Handle Tape NRG 51P

The tape has the same high quality specs of the 
transparent 51H product but the paper handle is 
already laminated onto the tape.

Roll dimension: 330, 3000, 3500 and 5000 meter 

Carry Handle Tape NRG 51M

The tape has the same high quality specs of the 
transparent 51H product but the polypropylene 
handle is already laminated onto the tape.

Roll dimension: 330, 3000, 3500 and 5000 meter

Carry Handle Tape NRG 51F

The tape has the same high quality specs of the 
transparent 51H product but the polyethylene foam 
handle is already laminated onto the tape.

Roll dimension: 100 (flat roll) to max 1500 meter 
(depending on handle size)
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